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Supply Chain Consulting Services
Never underestimate the
importance of your Supply Chain
Of all the factors that influence an organization’s success – or its failure – the
supply chain is among the most important. Supply chain practices drive costs
directly to the bottom line, affect your ability to service customers successfully and
impact opportunities to sharpen your competitive advantage.
Effective supply chain practices connect suppliers, manufacturers, distributors
and customers in ways that minimize costs, maximize service and add value to
the sales relationship. Best-in-class supply chains are not only effective; they are
flexible and resilient, responding quickly and strategically to market fluctuations and
ever-changing economic conditions.
If your company’s supply chain shows room for improvement, call Cole International.
We can help you unlock the potential of your business by making your supply
chain the best it can be.

Five simple reasons to conduct
a Supply Chain Assessment
Do your procurement and distribution policies support your organization’s mission
and vision, or are they a hindrance? Cole International’s Supply Chain Assessment
helps businesses like yours become more efficient in a number of key areas.
Among many other benefits of a Supply Chain Assessment, Cole International
will help you:
1. Identify potential cost reductions and savings opportunities
2. Ensure your supply chain practices align with your customer service objectives
3. Optimize inventory turnover performance
4. Identify processes that are needlessly inflating your costs
5. Develop an Action Plan to avoid margin erosion
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Checklist
Prior to shipment
Supply Chain Assessment



Domestic and International Transportation Management



On-site Interim Logistics Management Support



Employee Supply Chain Training & Development



Inventory Management Practices



Warehousing & Distribution Analysis



Supplier Rate Negotiations & Service Standards



Inbound Supplier & Outbound Customer Performance Metrics



Supply Chain Audits



Reverse Logistics



Supplier Evaluation and Selection Strategies



Procurement Practices



Logistics Outsourcing



Internal and External Benchmarking & Best Practice Analysis



Supply Chain Contingency Planning & Risk Mitigation Strategies



C-TPAT/PIP Certification & Evaluation



These practices can dramatically enhance the efficiency, integrity and costeffectiveness of your supply chain. To find out how, contact Cole International.
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